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Overview

 What we’ve made possible – recent achievements

 What’s now possible – current status

 Future possibilities – what’s next 
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Background

 Strategic counter-cyclic 
acquisition of Mereenie, Palm 
Valley, Dingo

 East coast GSAs secured via 
NGP

 Facility expansion projects to 
deliver into new GSAs

 Appraisal drilling to expand 
reserve base and support 
further sales
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What we’ve made possible – a big year

Drilled West Mereenie 26 & Palm Valley 13

Refurbished & restarted Palm Valley gas field 

On-track to deliver facility expansion at Mereenie

LTI free to date
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Cutting edge drilling at PV13
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 Reservoir section drilled 
underbalanced with air

 1000m vertical section then 
kick-off into horizontal section

 30,000 psi formation strength 
and extremely abrasive

 Sensitive regulatory and 
community landscape

 Remote & rugged terrain

 Flowed 13.6mmscfd on test

 Tie-in project underway
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Breathing Life into Palm Valley
 Equipment on standby for 3 years

 Re-lifed 20 year old compressors

 Upgraded instrumentation & 
control systems

 Modernise gas specification

 Journey of discovery with 
emergent scope

 Seamless integration of 
Operations & Projects

 2 months from FID to first sales 
gas
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Boosting more juice out of Mereenie
 Upgrade capacity to 44 TJ/d frim

 Installation of 2 new inlet 
separators & new 20 TJ/d Field 
Boost Compressor

 Restage existing compressors, 
restart ‘Plant 3’ & upgrade of 
control system

 Well & field reconfigurations

 Fast-track project (first gas 8 
months after long-leads order)

 Brownfields, remote location

 Changing regulatory landscape
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Acknowledging the team
 Traditional Owners

 Drilling Contractors

 Ensign

 Haliburton

 Weatherford

 RMN Drilling Fluids

 Orange Creek (Local)

 Wannalift (Local)

 Black Cat Civil (Local)

 Ross Engineering 
(Local)
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 Central Staff

 Project Contractors

 Wood

 Wasco

 Enerflex

 PSA Engineering

 Axiom

 Ross Engineering 
(Local)



What’s now possible – gas sales to triple
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* 12 months to 
December 2019 
reflects first full year 
of operations with 
the NGP available

Gas Acceleration Plan

New 
GSA

*

NGP expected 
commencement 
December 2018

Acquired 50% 
of Mereenie 
September 2015

Acquired Palm 
Valley and Dingo
March 2014
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Reserves upgrade supports further gas sales

 13 November announced a 65% 
increase in 1P gas reserves (53PJ),  
and 37% in 2P (46PJ)

 Key drivers:  additional production 
data and access to market via NGP

 Contracted sales are 50% of 1P and 
40% of 2P
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Reserves* Unit 1P 2P 3P

Gas PJ 133.79 168.73 204.72

Oil MMBBL 0.78 0.97 1.15

* Net to Central Petroleum as at 30 June 2018
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Exploration

Asset acquisitions

Value add projects

Future possibilities – growth platforms
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Asset portfolio has never been stronger

Exploration portfolio Queensland CSG NT operating assets

• Mostly gas prone and 
significantly 
underexplored

• No longer gas market 
constrained 

• Much of it covering a 
currently producing 
basin

• Targeting 150-180PJ 
(100% of JV) 
potentially recoverable

• Progressing under an 
up to $20 million farm-
out (50%) with IPL 

• Footprint for further 
east coast growth

Mereenie (50%)
• 22TJ/d gas production 

capacity (Central 
share), plus oil

Palm Valley (100%)
• 15TJ/d gas production 

capacity

Dingo (100%)
• 5TJ/d gas production 

capacity
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CY 2018 CY 2019

Catalyst Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

 GAP completion

 NGP opens (contracted gas sales nearly triple)

 PV13 tie-in and production testing

 New contracts for 2020 gas supply

 Santos plans to drill Dukas in EP112

 Progress high value exploration targets

 Potential selection of value add project(s)

 Exploration drilling ATP 2031

 Anticipated Ooraminna 3 commitment well

Near-term opportunities
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Boundless Possibilities

 What we’ve made possible – fast-track project delivery & safe 
operations

 What’s now possible – on the threshold of transformational growth

 Future possibilities – a portfolio of investment opportunities
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Notice and Legal Disclaimer
To the maximum extent permitted by law:

1. This presentation is not intended for prospective investors and does not purport to provide all of the information an interested party may require in order to investigate the affairs of Central Petroleum Ltd (“Company”). 
This presentation does not attempt to produce profit forecasts for the Company and should not be relied upon as a forecast or as a basis for investment in the Company. It presents details of scoping studies and does 
not present and should not be construed to present financial forecasts for potential shareholders or investors. The conclusions reached in this presentation are based on market conditions at the time of writing and as 
such may not be relied upon as a guide to future developments.

2. The information, data and advice herein is provided to recipients on the clear understanding that neither the Company nor any of its representatives, directors, officers, employees, agents or advisers (“Company 
Personnel”) makes any representation or warranty about its accuracy, reliability, completeness or suitability for any particular purpose and does not accept liability (including, but not limited to, for any expenses, 
losses, damages and/or costs (including, but not limited to, indirect or consequential damage)) nor take any responsibility of any kind whatsoever (including, but not limited to, whether in contract, tort, financial or 
otherwise) for the information, data or advice contained or for any omission or for any other information, statement or representation provided to any recipient (including, but not limited to, as a result of information, 
data or advice being inaccurate, unreliable, incomplete or unsuitable in any way and for any reason whatsoever). Recipients of this document must conduct their own investigation and analysis regarding any 
information, statement or representation contained or provided to any recipient or its associates by the Company or any of the Company Personnel. Each recipient waives any right of action, which it has now or in the 
future against the Company or any of the Company Personnel in respect of any errors or omissions in or from this document, however caused. Potential recoverable petroleum numbers are estimates only until the 
prospects are evaluated further by drilling and/or seismic and are un-risked deterministically derived (unless stated otherwise). The data and information herein are subject to change.

3. This document is the property of the Company. The recipient of this presentation should take appropriate legal advice as to whether such receipt contravenes any relevant jurisdiction’s financial or corporate regulatory 
regimes, and, if so, immediately destroy this material or return it to the sender.

4. Reserves and contingent resources statements and other opinions expressed by the Company in this presentation may not have been reviewed by relevant Joint Venture partners. Therefore those reserves and 
contingent resources and opinions represent the views of the Company only. Activities which may be referred to in this presentation are subject to several contingencies inclusive of force majeure, access, funding, 
appropriate crew and equipment and may not have been approved by and relevant Joint Venture partners and accordingly constitute a proposal only unless and until approved.

5. This presentation may contain forward-looking statements. Forward looking statements are only predictions and are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions which may be outside the control of the Company 
and could cause actual results to differ materially from these statements. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions include (but are not limited to) funding, exploration, commodity prices, currency fluctuations, 
economic and financial market conditions in various countries and regions, environmental risks and legislative, fiscal or regulatory developments, political risks, project delay or advancement, approvals, cost estimates 
and other risk factors described from time to time in the Company's filings with the ASX. Actual values, results or events may be different to those expressed or implied in this presentation. Given these uncertainties, 
readers are cautioned not to place reliance on forward looking statements. Any forward looking statement in this presentation is valid only at the date of issue of this presentation. Subject to any continuing obligations 
under applicable law and the ASX Listing Rules, or any other Listing Rules or Financial Regulators’ rules, the Company and the Company Personnel do not undertake any obligation to update or revise any information 
or any of the forward looking statement in this document if facts, matters or circumstances change or that unexpected occurrences happen to affect such a statement. Sentences and phrases are forward looking 
statements when they include any tense from present to future or similar inflection words, such as (but not limited to) "believe," “understand,” "estimate," "anticipate," "plan," "predict," "may," "hope," "can," "will," 
"should," "expect," "intend,“ “projects,” "is designed to," "with the intent," "potential," the negative of these words or such other variations thereon or comparable terminology, may indicate forward looking statements 
and conditional verbs such as "will," "should,“ "would," "may" and "could" are generally forward-looking in nature and not historical facts.

6. No right of the Company or its subsidiaries shall be waived arising out of this presentation. All rights are reserved.

7. If the whole or any part of a provision of this “Notice and Legal Disclaimer” is invalid, illegal or unenforceable, then such provision will be severed and neither that part or provision or its severance will affect the validity 
or enforceability of the remaining parts or provisions.

© Central Petroleum Limited 2018
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Contact and 
Further 
Information
Investor and media enquiries:

Helen McCrombie at Citadel-MAGNUS
T: +61 (0)2 8234 0103
M: +61 (0)411 756 248

Level 7, 369 Ann Street
Brisbane QLD 4000
Australia

+61 (0)7 3181 3800

info@centralpetroleum.com.au

www.centralpetroleum.com.au
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